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History of Kuwait

A car passes through one of Kuwait Wall’s gates in the 1950s. The picture of the vehicle driving past two camel-riding Bedouins after
passing through the gate draws a symbolic image to the entrance of automobiles to Kuwait City and replacing traditional means of
transportation. (Source: A collection of commemorative printed images by the Ministry of Information. Prepared by Mahmoud Zakaria
Abu Alella, heritage researcher at the Ministry of Information)

By Nawara Fattahova

Kuwait Times celebrates Ramadan
in Kuwait with 30 days of the
Icons of Ramadan. We highlight

our favorite activities, events, symbols
and foods that are popular during this
holy month, along with Kuwait’s
Ramadan culture, history and traditions. 

The holy month of Ramadan is the
high season for TV production including
soap operas, shows, commercials and
other series. Producers compete to
present their best productions during
this month, as they know it has the high-
est viewership in the whole year, so
every year, the number of soap operas
increases. 

And with a plethora of satellite chan-
nels, people are confused what to watch.
Some people don’t watch any soap
operas the whole year long, but only
during Ramadan. Some people watch
certain soap operas according to what
their guests are watching, as during this
month people are always invited for
iftar. Also, good soap operas attract
more commercials. Even the timing of
the show matters. The highest rate of
viewership is during iftar and for the
next two hours, as well as two or three
hours before iftar. So producers insist to
have their shows during these timings. 

The biggest productions among all

Arab countries are Egyptian and
Kuwaiti soap operas. Other countries
have limited productions, but are popu-
lar in the Arab world, such as Syria.
Other Arab countries may have one or
two local soap operas that are not
broadcast in other countries. Kuwait has
produced 11 soap operas only for
Ramadan, apart from various TV com-
petitions, comedy shows, cartoons, talk
shows, cooking competitions and others. 

Email us at local@kuwaittimes.com
with your favorite symbols of Ramadan
and Ramadan photos. 

Ramadan: High season
for TV production

KUWAIT: In an effort to demonstrate its commitment
to the community during the holy month of Ramadan,
Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) staff in collaboration
with Kuwait Association for the Care of Children in
Hospital (KACCH) recently visited Ibn Sina and
Farwaniya Hospitals to share the joys of Ramadan and
girgian with the children. ABK staff distributed girgian
bags and engaged the children through fun activities
including hand painting, coloring books, and a surprise
visit from caricature’s, offering some support to young
patients during their stay in hospital. Throughout the
holy month of Ramadan, ABK have supported the com-
munity through similar initiatives. 

ABK staff visit children in local hospitals


